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In The Maui Millionaires, bestselling authors David Finkel and Diane Kennedy present their practical

action plan for growing, maintaining, enjoying, and sharing extraordinary wealth. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll see

how to win the money game, become financially free, and live a lifestyle that will not only increase

your income, but also bring you immense happiness and fulfillment. Combining powerful, proven

wealth creation strategies with inspiring real-life stories from Maui Millionaires, the authors reveal: 

The five essential steps for making your dreams come true How to make money without working

How to mastermind your way to millions How to build wealth the right wayÃ¢â‚¬â€•fast, balanced,

and joyously Six Ways to create a legacy that lives on beyond you.
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Being invited into a secret gathering of millionaires in Maui is intriguing, yet as investment experts

David Finkel (The Real Estate Fast Track) and Diane Kennedy (Loopholes of the Rich) point out,

distinguishing millionaires as an elite group is the first barrier to be broken down. After challenging

readers to question their beliefs and limitations about money (or "upgrade your wealth operating

system" as they put it), the authors move on to their "25 keys to dreaming big," including instructions

on how to build a group of mentors who will help make your dreams come true. Charitable giving

and strategies for leaving a legacy round out the final chapters. While most of these ideas won't be

new to self-help readers or Oprah fans, those who haven't considered the impact of negative

childhood lessons about money or current limitations to dreaming bigger may find the book fairly



insightful. For those who have encountered these ideas before but haven't implemented them, the

exercises and suggestions provide a concrete call to action. Until readers have built enough wealth

to attend the actual Maui Millionaire event (priced at $30,000), this bookÃ¢â‚¬â€•and its frequently

referenced online toolsÃ¢â‚¬â€•Ã¢â‚¬â€•provide a decent insight into millionaire thinking. (Nov.)
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This tome seriously resonated with me... one of the best.... yes much of the info herein has been

done before however these guys present it in a much better manner... perhaps I was just very

ready... why more people don't grab this book and indulge themselves in it and the exercises is

beyond me! In fact I've already purchased 7 copies (for my Mastermind Group members and one for

my son) and will be purchasing more when I return from the Virgin Islands.Get this book and dig in...

you'll love it!

Diane Kennedy's a total resource along with the other authors.Margo Powell-ReidAuthor of,

Fatherlessness...The Wound!

I love this book!



I am really enjoying the mind stretching I am geting from this book. I have Identified some of my

barriers and it amaizes me. I cant wait to finish and reread this to see what i missed on the first go

round.

It's all a bit etherial and short and practical "How To" but good on mental and success/wealth

building principles.

I am only up to chapter 8. It seems that the author spends an inordinate amount of time trying to

convince the reader(listener) that being wealthy is OK. My question is " Why would someone buy

this book if they didn't want wealth?"

Understand that I wouldn't even have cared about this type of book if it had not have been for Mr.

Kiyosaki.With that said, I have to say this is an excellent book on many levels. It is divided into 6

parts. Part I: Upgrade your Wealth Operating Systems deals with changing beliefs. Better than

average use of some NLP techniques to "reframe" your poor beliefs about money. It works from

identifying the beliefs, weakening, removing and replacing with better beliefs. Again, this isn't an

overnight process.Part II: Dream Big! Imagine David Swartz's book Magic of Thinking Big in three

chapters or less.Part III: Mastermind Your way to millions! Great material on MM groups, better than

alot of what I've seen in other books devoted completely to the subject (sorry about that Joe V.).

Makes suggestions that I wish previous MM's I had been part of had utilized.Part IV: Build to Level 3

wealth and enjoy a Maui Lifestyle. Okay, after awhile even I got tired of the phrase "Maui

Millionaire." However, these chapters talk of how to get started (wherever you are) and move toward

a Level 3. Level 3 goal: Converting large parts of net worth into secure income streams and solid,

long-term investments. Lev. 2 goal? build assets and financial skills. Lev. 1 goal? Build solid base of

financial and investment skills. Part III introduces some formulas for measuring your progress that I

just L-O-V-E! They summarize it as a "Wealth Scorecard" which works wonderful for the MasterMind

groups.Part V: Tap into Maui Giving to Create a Legacy that Lives Beyond You! I particularly

enjoyed the chapter on using leverage to sustain giving beyond my liftetime. It had great questions

for evaluating Nonprofits/charities.Part VI: The Final Inch. More about giving, which is summarized

by "We're saying don't let saving stop you from giving." Shares a quick stretch your money belief

exercise on giving.Online stuff associated with the book: Wow! 5 star plus!Summary: If you are

currently in a MM devoted to improving your business/financial life, then this book will offer several

tools that will easily propel you toward something possibly better than you had previously dreamed



of. *****

Money and wealth are easy to attract when you made the proper metal shifts. In this book you will

learn how one Maui Millionaire was able to grow is business by more than 100% per year. You will

learn to master the hidden game of money and the wealth secrets that made them finically free.

You'll learn the mental shifts that wealthy people use to build wealth and have fun doing it.The

author tells you exactly what works and what doesn't.Learn to build your wealth and share it. Act on

the lessons and the strategies that are shared with you and you'll build a stronger business and

have great success.
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